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Important Note: This activity was 
developed for the original Green 
Lunchroom Challenge program, a 
voluntary pledge program for K-12 
schools to improve the 
sustainability of their food service 
operations. The project was coordinated by the Illinois 
Sustainable Technology Center Technical Assistance Program with 
funding from US EPA Region 5.  
The following page(s) represent the content of this activity as it 
appeared on the original project web site, complete with available 
points and instructions for submitting documentation. The project 
is no longer funded and as of June 2018 schools may no longer 
submit activity documentation to earn points and recognition as 
described. The activity is presented for your information to guide 
your organization’s sustainability efforts.  
If your school or district implements the suggested activity and 
wishes to share its experiences, please email Joy Scrogum. Your 
story may be incorporated into a blog post on this web site, the 
main ISTC site, or shared on social media to foster networking and 
inspiration among peer institutions.  
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Submit an analysis of cost savings
 attributed to Challenge activities
 implemented at your school
Activity Category: Raise Awareness and Share Successes
Activity: Submit an analysis of cost savings attributed to Challenge
 activities implemented at your school
Rationale: Assessing the economic impact of any
 changes in procedure and documenting any cost
 savings can help make the case for cost
 competitiveness of food waste reduction and
 prevention efforts. This can make it easier to
 justify future decisions to try additional waste
 reduction and prevention techniques.
Activity Description: Consider your efforts during
 the Green Lunchroom Challenge to reduce or
 prevent food waste, and choose at least one
 change you’ve made which has had measurable
 impact on either the amount of food prepared,
 purchases, or the amount of waste hauled away
 from your organization. Calculate or estimate
 the cost savings that resulted or will result from
 that change in procedure. For example, you
 might have implemented a food donation policy, and can report on the total weight of food
 donated (See the “Track the amount of food donated to a local food bank, shelter, or charity”
 activity under “Diverting Food for Human Consumption” on the main “Activities” page .)
 Realizing that weight would have otherwise been part of the waste hauled away from your
 facility, you could calculate what you have paid in hauling costs if that donated food had
 instead been disposed of as waste. Or you might have trained food service staff in proper
 trimming techniques , resulting in a measurable reduction in the amount of food scraps put in
 your back of house waste, and could calculate the resulting savings in waste hauling (this
 would require your measuring food trimmings in some way, perhaps by having staff put
 trimmings in special bins and weighing those regularly over time). Or you might have stored
 uneaten food for re-presentation or repurposing, and be able to estimate the amount you
 saved in procurement costs by getting the most out of purchases made. Those are just a few
 examples of calculations you could make. Alternatively, you could look at purchasing records
 and/or waste hauling charges and correlate any reduction in costs to the timing of procedure
 change implementation. You may choose to use the US EPA’s Food Waste Management Cost
 Calculator (see the “Resources” section below), but it is not required. Note: if you choose to
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 assess cost savings from more than one Challenge activity, or attribute savings
 observable from purchasing or hauling records to completion of more than one
 Challenge activity, you will not be awarded “extra” points. Successful completion of this
 activity will result in 200 points total.
Earn Challenge Points (200 points): Provide a 2-4 page report in Word or PDF format describing
 calculated, estimated, or observable cost savings and how those savings are attributable to
 your efforts as part of the Green Lunchroom Challenge. You must describe how your
 calculations or estimations were made, and provide a link to any online calculator tool used.
 You must also define the timeframe you are considering and how it relates to the timing of
 relevant Challenge efforts (e.g. “A food donation policy was adopted in October and
 implemented in November 2015. Weights of food donated were compared to waste hauling
 records for November 2015 to February 2016.”). If you employ a waste tracking system in
 your food service operations (e.g. Lean Path), you may use cost savings information provided
 by that tool. If you measured food diverted from the landfill in any way (e.g. weighing food
 donated, weighing food trimmings in the back of house, weighing food scraps put into an on-
site compost pile, etc.), you must describe your measurement procedure. Consider whether or
 not cost savings could be attributable to anything other than your Challenge efforts; if you
 think that is possible, what other information do you think you would need to gather moving
 forward in order to know whether your Challenge efforts were having a positive economic
 impact?
Email your report to Joy Scrogum at jscrogum@illinois.edu.
Resources:
US EPA Food Waste Management Cost Calculator  (This will open an Excel file.)
The Measure of Success-Calculating Waste Reduction  (Not specific to food waste, but
 can help with calculations involving avoided waste removal costs (see page 14 of the
 document)
LeanPath
Standard Volume to Weight Conversion Factors
Estimating Waste Removal Costs
Converting Waste Reduction Results into Cost Savings
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